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Since 1991, we have been combining a love of 

natural beauty with our passion for creativity and 

the latest technologies. From the Warmia and 

Masuria manufacturer of parquet mosaic, to one 

of the leading producers of two-layer floors in 

Poland, no matter what scale we operate at, we 

still have the same values. Each day the memory 

of the history of our company, its many years of 

development and rich experience, has established 

our success and confirms our credibility. After 25 

years of activity on the market, Jawor-Parkiet offers 

a wide selection of top quality two-layer parquets 

and boards made of domestic oak and ash as well 

as selected exotic species of wood. Our floors are 

produced in one of the most modern machine 

parks in the industry, using the best technology and 

raw materials, which bear the FSC® certificate. We 

have an extensive sales network, reliable and loyal 

partners as well as proven suppliers. Excellent forms, 

the best design, functionality and quality confirmed 

by the certificates are appreciated not only by the 

customers in the country, but also in Germany, 

Italy, Switzerland or Scandinavia. Having in mind 

those who value the best design and great quality, 

we create floors that add exceptional character to 

interiors. Our inspiration is drawn from all around the 

world but at the same time we wish to stay faithful 

to our tradition. This is how the Jawor-Parkiet line is 

created - the best quality two-layer and solid floors 

as well as a professional line of wooden floor care 

products. 

Jawor-Parkiet
We have been decorating houses for 25 years
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1991
Establishment of Jawor Wooden Flooring Manufacturer.

1996
Launch of the second line for mosaic production.

2005
Two production plants - the purchase of a Pieszyce plant.

2009
Launch of sales of layered floors on the domestic market.

2015
Launch of Europe’s most modern lines for profiling layered floors 
made by Schroeder’s company.

2016
Purchase of Costa grinding unit and the extension of the lacquer line 
with the module of a reverse-rotating glue spreader machine.

2017
Launch of modern gluing section with automatic control of 
temperature and humidity.

Modernity — the dynamic development of our company allows 

us to meet the expectations of even the most demanding customers. We are 

constantly looking for the best quality raw materials in the country and abroad. 

Modern production lines, examinations and endurance tests combined with long-

term experience make our products unrivalled.

Design — the cooperation with architects and designers makes us aware 

of our customer’s needs and inspires us to the continued development of our design. 

This allows us not only to satisfy the needs of our customers, but also go one step 

further and create new trends. With the thought of people looking for modern 

solutions, we incessantly enrich our product range by creating our own series of 

products. 

Passsion — the wood from which we create our products is the work 

of Mother Nature. Continuing this process, we transform raw beauty into subtle 

elegance.  Our commitment and attention to details, ensures we use high quality of 

wood for the production of perfect floors.

Character — bearing in mind the varied needs of our customers, we 

have created a wide range of products both from Polish and exotic wood. We treat 

every order with due care and attention, enabling our clients to choose individual 

finishing, and provide a convenient order delivery date. We are able to realize even 

the most sophisticated projects. 

Ecology — each day we draw our inspiration from lush green forests 

and the most beautiful Masurian lakes, since Masuria is the region where our 

headquarters is based. Keeping in mind the importance of wood in the nature, we 

treat it with respect, taking care of its effective use and complying with the strict EU 

norms.

Quality — it is our highest priority. The quality of the products is our 

highest priority. This is why at each production step we pay great attention to it – 

starting from the selection of a raw material, through special precision of production 

up to adequate control. We choose our partners meticulously and the preservation 

of our floors is taken care of by top oil and lacquer producers. In order to provide 

free access to our products, we have an extensive sales network. We invest in the 

development of workers and conduct training for our partners and sellers – all that to 

provide you with perfect professionalism.

The mark
of responsible forestry

Only products identified
as FSC® Certified

2017
25 years

Jawor-Parkiet today
• 315 employees

• Two production plants: in Nowe Miasto Lubawskie and Pieszyce

• Wide range of products

• Modern technology park

• Developed distribution network in Poland and in Europe
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Wooden boards and parquet have decorated Polish houses for years. They 

enchant by their natural beauty and tempt with innovative functionality. Yet, the 

choice of floor is a decision for years. The answer to the expectations of the most 

demanding users are finished two-layer wooden floors, such as FertigDeska and 

FertigParkiet, which have enjoyed great customer interest for years.

The success of two-layer floors lies in their construction. The top layer, also 

called noble, which is up to 6 mm thick, is made of oak, ash or exotic wood. The 

bottom layer is made of durable hardwood or plywood. Excellent selection of raw 

materials and appropriate, perpendicular arrangement of layers in relation to one 

another allows to minimize the work of wood. The result is a floor of particular 

durability and resistance to deformation. Owing to their layered construction, 

these products are recommended for use on underfloor heating.

Finished two-layered floors have one more unquestionable advantage - they 

are ready to use almost immediately after installation. This fact, in addition to 

allowing for substantial time savings, also has a great aesthetic significance - the 

preservation of surface, right at the stage of production, guarantees a uniform 

and an even protective layer. 

After years of use, when we want to refresh a wooden surface or add a new glow, 

it can successfully undergo a grinding process. The thickness of the top layer of 

Jawor-Parkiet flooring has been selected, so that it can be sanded even several 

times in the period of a few decades of use. This guarantees a safe restoration of 

its surface and allows to enjoy the unique beauty of the natural, raw material for 

many long years.

Product ready for underfloor heating

Two-layer flooring,
up to 6 mm of usable layer 

a good choice for yearsLayered floors 
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product recommended
for the contest

FertigDeska Luxury

FertigDeska Luxury – is the one and only „queen” of our boards. It was designed for those who value luxury and 

unique aesthetics. Exceptionally long and best-quality oak boards constitute the quintessence of elegance. It is 

noble and unique, still very functional. Owing to its multi-layered structure, the board has outstanding resistance 

and can be fitted on underfloor heating. It can also undergo the process of brushing or four-sided bevelling, thus 

additionally exposing elements, which are over two meters in length. 

The design and functionality of the floor were recognized by the jury of the Innovation@Domotex 2015 Competition 

that took place during the Hannover fair. FertigDeska Luxury has also gained the recognition of the Institute of 

Industrial Design and became one of the products recommended to take part in the Good Design 2015 Competition. 

Available in the following dimensions: thickness: 15 mm, width: 180-200 mm, length: 1500-2200 mm.

220 cm of luxury and elegance
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating. 

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating. 

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Elegance White

This floor captivates with its original color, enriched with sapwood and small knots. 

The board will be particularly well presented in spacious, representative interiors. 

Combined with simple accessories, it will add them class and natural elegance.

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Elegance

Nearly symmetrical wood pattern and parallel grain arrangement bring out the 

natural beauty of oak, which is additionally highlighted by a large surface of single 

boards. The floor will be perfect for classic interiors of suburban mansions. It is 

recommended to match the floor with deep brown colors, which expose the 

natural elegance of wood.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating. 

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating. 

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Classic

Varied grains arrangement enriched with exposed knots provide the rooms with a 

subtle look. The large surface of the boards enhances the drawing of the wood, 

creating natural patterns. This floor is perfect for rustic, Scandinavian style or raw, 

modernist interiors.

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Classic White

Random grain arrangement enriched with large knots creates unique patterns on 

a floor surface and provides it with a one-of-a-kind design. The delicate, white 

color of the floor makes it perfectly composed with shabby chic or Provencal 

interiors and when combined with, e.g., lavender or pastel colors it will create a 

unique interior, filled with a peaceful and idyllic ambiance.
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating. 

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating. 

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Color Alabastro

The floor of unique color inspired by Italian landscapes. The unique color, 

associated with the natural hues of raw oak, makes this board a versatile 

arrangement solution. The Alabastro shade works well with modern interiors as 

well as classic, spacious apartments. 

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Country

The board is the essence of the natural value of oak wood. Its non-homogeneous 

pattern, explicit color differences, large knots and sapwood expose the natural 

beauty of oak. The floor will be a perfect match for country-style interiors and will 

complement cozy households.

FLOOR AVAILABLE
ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH

N
E W
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Luxury
Dąb Color Avorio

This is another uniquely colored board from the series inspired by the charming 

landscapes of Italy. The bleached oak, with its delicate, creamy shade will match 

perfectly to interiors dominated by classic white. Oak Color Avorio will superbly 

lighten dark rooms. It will also constitute a harmonious complement of minimalist 

interiors.

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Color Bianco

Colors of this oak board bring to mind the heavenly ambiance of sandy Italian 

beaches. Its unique shade will make this floor desirable for those who appreciate 

modern design. Owing to the locally occurring knots, It will be perfect for 

Scandinavian, minimalistic style, which it will add the character.
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Color Rosolare

A board in the shade inspired by Tuscan olive groves. Deep-dark colors perfectly 

underline natural features of this oak floor. It is an interesting proposition for 

anyone who values modern solutions, yet would like to add elegance to their 

interiors.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Color Oro

The delicate, golden shade of the board reflects the sunlit sea rocks and caves 

of the Italian island of Capri. Its almost uniform color makes the floor a perfect 

choice for enthusiasts of subtle arrangements in the English or French style. It will 

also be a great match for Tuscan interiors.

N
E W
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Color Luna

The board shades resemble moonlight reflected in crystal-clear waters of the 

alpine Logo di Como. It will fit small interiors providing them with spaciousness 

and an original design. The board can also constitute an interesting addition to 

boho-style arrangements.

FertigDeska Luxury
Oak Color Vulcano

The shade of this floor brings to mind the fertile lands around Mount Vesuvius. 

The colors of the earth and hues of grey add to its style, emphasizing the natural 

qualities of the raw material. This board will be a harmonious complement to the 

colonial style, and it will provide lightness and elegance to industrial interiors.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides
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FertigDeska
Design Experience

FertigDeska Design Experience is a line of boards cut to the length of 590 or 600 

mm and dedicated to architects. The uniform size of individual floor elements, as 

well as right and left tongues, release creativity in designers and interior decorators, 

thus enabling them to create all kinds of patterns such as, e.g., classic herringbone, 

squares or ladder. Laying the floor in such a way provides originality that will not go 

unnoticed.

Available in the following dimensions:

thickness: 15 mm, width: 120 mm, length: 590-600 mm. 

The possibility of arranging the latest series 
FertigDeska Design Experience:

www.en.jawor-parkiet.pl/designexperience
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska Design Experience 
Oak Elegance

This extremely elegant floor will certainly be a great complement for rustic, 

minimalist interiors. Its warm, natural color, enriched by a few small knots, will 

perfectly highlight the classic white, adding originality and character, whereas 

random grain arrangement gently accentuates the most beautiful features of oak 

wood. Arranged in interesting and unobtrusive patterns, this board will add light 

and unique, world-class design.

FertigDeska Design Experience 
Oak Classic
The floor is characterized by wide range of colors and varied grain patterns. 

Combination of an impressive pattern designs, provides the effect that all lovers of 

custom arrangements are dreaming about. This oak board in the Classic version 

will find its use in minimalistic Scandinavian style arrangements and add domestic 

warmth to spacious apartment interiors. It is also possible to combine this floor 

with marine décor.

The line of boards dedicated to architects in the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

The line of boards dedicated to architects in the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

The line of boards dedicated to architects in the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

The line of boards dedicated to architects in the following dimensions: 590x120x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Design Experience 
Oak Color Oro
The delicate, golden shade of the board reflects the sunlit sea rocks and caves 

of the Italian island of Capri. The subtle shade of the floor makes it an intuitively 

complementary interior in both modern and vintage style designs. It will also be a 

great match for rooms with marine décor.

FertigDeska Design Experience 
Dąb Color Alabastro

Unique floor-laying patterns combined with the original color of raw oak perfectly 

blend with French style arrangements. This floor will also look great in loft-like 

interiors, and will add lightness and coziness to refurbished rooms of old factories 

or tenement houses.

FLOOR AVAILABLE
ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

The line of boards dedicated to architects in the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

The line of boards dedicated to architects in the following dimensions: 600x120x15 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Design Experience 
Oak Color Vulcano
Unique floor designed for those who are not afraid of courageous solutions. 

Its color, inspired by fertile lands around Mount Vesuvius, makes it a perfect 

complement for the industrial arrangements, combined with boho and colonial 

style, to add a touch of world-class design.

FertigDeska Design Experience 
Oak Color Luna

This unique floor brings to mind the lunar eclipse reflected in the alpine waters of 

Lago di Como. Its subtle color highlights the beauty of the natural raw material. 

The floor fits perfectly to restored interiors of old tenement houses. Combined 

with classic white, it will add lightness and coziness.
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Chevron French herringbone pattern

Extremely precise and symmetrical design and a great layout 

that will satisfy even the most sophisticated tastes – this is 

what charms the most in this one-of-a-kind floor that takes us 

on a journey to romantic Paris.

The wooden, French herringbone-patterned floor gained its popularity among French kings and nobility 
as early as in the 16th century. The flooring captivated with its precise, symmetrical pattern and added 
sophisticated elegance to interiors. Now, it has returned with a more modern and functional twist – a 
finished Chevron floor. Short sides of individual boards are cut at a 45-degree angle, thus forming a 
shape of an arrowhead. Cutting boards during the production process shortens fitting and guarantees 
high-quality installation of the complicated pattern, which would be very difficult if each board were 
cut separately. A Chevron floor does not require sanding, filling or lacquering and it is ready to use right 
after installation.

FerigDeska Chevron 

850 mm x 140 mm
pattern width 1202 mm

FerigDeska Chevron 

450 mm x 140 mm
pattern width 636 mm

FerigParkiet Chevron 

415 mm x 70 mm
pattern width 587 mm
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska Chevron  
Oak Color Alabastro
This floor will give each room an exceptional character. The unique formula 

of pigments perfectly reflects the color of raw oak - the floor is neither yellow 

nor bleached. This color will perfectly match with ecological finishing materials. 

Thanks to the decorative French herringbone pattern, it also fits well with rustic 

and classic arrangements.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 850x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 850x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska Chevron  
Oak Color Bianco

Colors of this oak board bring to mind the heavenly ambiance of sandy Italian 

beaches. Exceptional color combined with the original lying pattern will make this 

bleached floor appealing to the tastes of customers who value modern design. 

It will be perfect for Scandinavian design and spacious rooms.

FLOOR AVAILABLE
ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska Chevron  
Dąb Classic
This floor is characterized by a wide range of colors and varied grain patterns. 

Discolorations and knots make the floor unique. This oak board in the Classic 

version will find its use in minimalistic Scandinavian-like arrangements and add 

domestic warmth to spacious apartment interiors.

FertigDeska Chevron  
Oak Country

Large knots and random sapwood underline the most beautiful features of 

oak, whereas a unique French herringbone pattern provides it with style and 

refinement. The floor with be perfect for rustic interiors and suburban manors.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 850x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 850x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigParkiet Chevron  
Oak Color Avorio
An unusual color inspired by what the most beautiful in the Italian landscapes, 

makes it a natural decoration of both cool Scandinavian interiors as well as warm 

and cozy vintage arrangements.

FertigParkiet Chevron  
Oak Color Bianco

Shades of this oak parquet colored with delicate oil-wax and a French herringbone 

pattern provide an effect of a unique combination of modernity, harmony and 

low-key elegance. The floor will be perfect for raw Scandinavian-style interiors.

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigParkiet Chevron  
Oak Elegance
Few, small knots, a uniform color and a random grain arrangement of elements 

fitted in a French herringbone pattern make the floor both classic and elegant. 

The floor will match modern apartments and when combined with industrial 

accessories it will create a unique and stylish combination.

FertigParkiet Chevron  
Oak Color Alabastro

A natural color of raw oak underlines the charm of a floor fitted in a French 

herringbone pattern. This raw, minimalistic parquet is a perfect match for high 

interiors of old, urban tenement houses and when combined with a loft-like 

décor it will create cozy and fashionable arrangements.

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FLOOR AVAILABLE
ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides 

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 415x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigParkiet Chevron  
Oak Antique

The dark, subdued color of this floor will be a harmonious complement of elegant, 

suburban properties. Random grain arrangement and a few knots that emphasize 

the natural qualities of oak wood combined with the original pattern will add style 

and design to the interiors.

FertigParkiet Chevron  
Ash Amber
Deep-brown parquet with a few knots and random grain arrangement will 

transform spacious, open spaces into cozy and atmospheric interiors. This 

parquet is a perfect match for a modern, modernist-like style, and also fits well in 

rooms with marine décor.



Surrounded with lush green forests and clean lakes we are close to nature 

every day. It inspires us to work. The respect for natural environment and 

requirements related to its protection are reflected in each stage of the 

floors production.

Raw material only from a trusted source
Keeping in mind the meaning of wood in the environment, we treat it 

with due respect. The raw material, from which we produce our floors, is 

almost exclusively the wood from Polish forests, where the management 

is conducted with preserving the constancy of ecosystems, its balanced 

development and environmental protection. The rest of the materials 

used to make our floors are exotic species from proven sources. 

Ecology confirmed by certificates
The confirmation of our production standards according to the highest 

world norms of the responsible forest management is the FSC® certificate 

(Forest Stewardship Council). It is the first and currently the most popular 

global certification system of forests and wooden products. It is awarded 

only for the highest quality products that meet the strict standards.

Naturally from start to finish
We see the environmental concern not only as a choice of the right wood, 

but also an adequate protection of the finished product. For this purpose 

we only use lacquers and oils that do not contain solvents or harmful 

substances. Raw material is always processed to the end. In the high-

pressure compression of oak and ash sawdust a PDJ briquette is formed 

- our environmentally friendly alternative to firewood.

In harmony with nature

The mark
of responsible forestry

Only products identified
as FSC® Certified
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Wooden floors will decorate the interior of our 

home for many years. The key to their use and care 

is the choice of the form of preservation on the 

floor, which you can make at the purchase stage. 

Our products are covered with eight layers of 

ecological UV lacquer or three layers of natural oil-

wax. Both methods guarantee effective protection 

and make the floors exceptionally durable. What 

are the differences and which care product will be 

more suitable for you?

Oil-wax is a mixture of natural oils and liquid wax. 

The preservation of wooden floor with this product 

is about saturating its surface, which subtly 

emphasizes the structure and color of the wood 

and exposes its natural drawing. An indispensable 

advantage of oil-wax is the possibility of punctual 

renovation, so it is especially recommended for 

use in rooms where the floor is more vulnerable to 

minor damage. This substance does not clog the 

pores of the wood, contributing to the creation 

of micro climate in the house. Composed of pure 

natural ingredients, it is the ideal solution for people 

with allergies. Lacquer will be the right choice for 

those who appreciate comfort and do not want 

to put extra effort toregular floor maintenance. 

This substance is extremely practical in everyday 

use and easy to clean. Traditional painting results 

in a thin protective layer on the wood surface, 

but does not allow for local repairs. It provides an 

excellent protection while underlining its beautiful 

and stylish look.

Ecological lacquer
or natural oil-wax?
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The Color Inspiration palette is available for the following
products of Jawor-Parkiet:

Sorting in classes: Elegance and Classic is available for:

Color Inspiration is the collection of oak, finished, two-layer floors with colors inspired by the landscapes of Italy - green 

vineyards of hot Calabria, Tuscan olive groves and sandy beaches of Sardinia. The line was extended with three new products 

- Luna, Vulcano and Oro - which will take us on a journey to charming and undiscovered corners of the Italian Peninsula. The 

products from this family are colored with natural oil-wax and have some elegance, added during the brushing process. Owing 

to bevelling, which optically highlights each element of the parquet, the floor is provided with advanced design and dynamics.

Color Inspiration
The sun-drenched beaches of Sardinia, the green vineyards of Calabria 

or the Tuscan olive groves - these are the muses of Italy-inspired Color 

Inspiration collection.
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Color Bianco

Unique floor inspired by the paradisiacal landscape of sun-drenched Italian 

beaches. The subtle shade of white makes this board looking great in the 

smaller rooms that we want to add space to.     It will also be well presented 

with Scandinavian or English styling, as well as delicate pastel colors.

FertigDeska
Oak Color Alabastro

The inspiration for creating a new color from the FertigDeska Color 

Inspiration line was the clear, rocky shores of the Tremiti archipelago. Owing 

to this natural, oak Color Inspiration Alabastro floor, we can always come 

back to holiday hikes on the hot rocky banks of charming Italian islands.

FLOOR AVAILABLE
ALSO IN LAQUERED FINISH
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Oak Color Oro

Ethereal beauty and a delicate, golden shade of the floor resemble the 

fairy-tale-like tenement houses at Piazza Umberto. A warm and subtle 

color makes the floor a harmonious match for marine interiors. Combined 

with original decorations, it fills each room with ambience and home-like 

coziness. 

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Color Avorio

This slightly bleached board is characterized by differences in coloring of 

individual boards. Cream and white hues will lighten dark rooms. It will also 

constitute a harmonious complement of modern and classic interiors.

N
E W
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Color Rosolare

An exceptionally elegant, deep-brown board inspired by Tuscan olive groves. 

Single knots underline natural features of this oak floor. It constitutes an 

interesting alternative for those who value advanced solutions and dream of 

warm and cozy interiors.

FertigDeska
Oak Color Luna

The floor’s color resembles the crystal-clear waters of the Italian Lago 

di Como, subtly integrated into the forested, alpine hills and enchanting 

boardwalks. Delicate knots and intermittent sapwood diversify the floor’s 

surface. The product is an interesting choice for modern folk apartments.

N
E W
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

Color Inspiration
A collection of two-layered, oak boards in seven unique colors. Color 

Inspiration takes us on a fascinating journey into the enchanting, remote 

parts of the Apennine Peninsula.

Color Inspiration series consists of the following colors: 

Oak Color Alabastro, Oak Color Bianco, Oak Color Avorio, Oak Color Oro, 

Oak Color Rosolare, Oak Color Luna, Oak Color Vulcano.finishes: 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, brushed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Color Vulcano

Inspired by the fertile lands around Mount Vesuvius, the colors of earth 

and greys make this floor the perfect complement to the Tuscan style. This 

board will also work well in industrial interiors, to which it will add coziness 

and design on the world-class level.

N
E W
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Care guide 
of Jawor-Parkiet wooden floors

3 steps to longevity
A wooden floor is every interior’s decoration - it adds class, elegance and provides it with 

individuality. How to ensure its longevity? Based on many years of experience, Jawor-Parkiet has 

developed a simple and economical three steps’ method of floor care, which guarantees that 

wooden boards and parquet will serve us for years.

STEP 1: 
Make the right choice

In order to be able to enjoy the natural qualities of wooden floors for many years, you must not 

forget to protect their surfaces from damage caused by everyday use. This decision, which you make 

at the purchase stage, is crucial for the continued use of boards or parquets. Jawor-Parkiet products 

are factory-protected in two ways - by eight layers of UV lacquer or three layers of natural oil-wax, 

a mixture of liquid oils and liquid wax. Both methods provide complete protection and make the 

products exceptionally durable.

STEP 2:
Maintain it every day

Regardless of the preservation methods used, in order to avoid the damages on the surface it is 

necessary to maintain for the floor during everyday use. To do this, you need to follow some basic 

rules. Do you know which ones?

• Use soft footwear and secure furniture with special felt coasters.

• Avoid contamination that can scratch a wooden surface, such as sand.

• Remove any dirt using a soft brush and a soft-tip vacuum-cleaner. 

• Try to avoid excessive mechanical loads on the floor.

• Make sure the air humidity in the room stays between 45-60%.

• Wipe the floor dry or with a slightly dampened cloth

• Remember to remove any dirt (and spills liquids first) as soon as you notice it.

STEP 3: 
Trust the professionals

Lacquered and oil-waxed floors
Regular cleaning and maintenance are the only way to make your wooden floors look beautiful and 

fresh. With a view to those who want to take care of their natural qualities and ensure their longevity, 

a line of professional care products for Jawor-Parkiet wooden has been created.

Oil-wax Lacquer

Infiltrates into the structure of wood, 
protects against moisture, dirt, dust and 
stains

Covers the surface of the element, protect 
against moisture, dirt, dust and stains

Infiltrates into wood pores Protects the surface of a floor

Protects against mechanical damages, 
scratches and wear resulting from every-
day use

Protects against mechanical damages, 
scratches and wear resulting from everyday 
use

Requires periodical impregnation and 
ongoing maintenance

Requires ongoing maintenance

Allows for doing punctual renovations
Does not allow for punctual repairs, damaged 
element must be replaced

There is a possible to do a punctual 
renovation on your own

Destroyed lacquer must be completely 
grinded down (sanded) and lacquered again 

Did you know that...
To enjoy the beauty of the wooden floor, you must immediately remove the dirt, using 

soft brushes, delicately wiped cloth or spray mop and professional care products - a 

concentrate for lacquered or oil-waxed Jawor-Parkiet floors?

Floors for years
How to take care of Jawor-Parkiet floors?

Lacquered floor – covered with eight layers of UV-cured acrylic lacquer. 

• After the floor installation, it should be preserved with Impregnate for Jawor-Parkiet lacquered floors. Its 

aim it to protect the edges and gaps from moisture. This is done by the parquet work crew (at an additional 

cost) and it is the last stage of the work.

• For the on-going protection, use Jawor-Parkiet concentrate for cleaning of lacquered floors.

Oil-waxed floor – covered with three layers of oil-wax. 

• After placing the floor it is advisable to protect it with Impregnant for oil-waxed floors of Jawor-Parkiet 

series. Its aim it to protect the edges and gaps from moisture. This is done by the parquet work crew (at an 

additional cost) and it is the last stage of the work.

• As much as possible, the floor should be “dried” with a microfiber mop. For an on-going “wet” protective 

care Jawor-Parkiet concentrate for cleaning of oil-waxed floors or other should be used, as indicated by 

Jawor-Parkiet. 

• The natural feature of oil-wax floors is the formation of routes, wiping of oil-wax and washing off of 

hard wax coating. That is why, approximately after 20 washings the surface should be impregnated with a 

product for oil-waxed floors of Jawor-Parkiet series or other, indicated by Jawor-Parkiet.

Maintain constant air humidity

Wood, due to its mechanical and physical properties, changes its dimensions and shapes as the 

temperature and relative humidity change. Thus, it is vital to keep the humidity in the room at 45-

60 percent. The rooms where the floor will be used should be equipped with a room thermometer, 

humidity meter and humidifier. These interiors need to be ventilated in the spring and summer, and 

air humidifiers should be used during the heating period.

For more information visit www.en.jawor-parkiet.pl.
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Oil-waxed floors
When we decide to protect our floor with three layers of natural oil-wax, we must remember to 

properly care for their surface. Only regular care will effectively prevent the protective layer from 

washing out, so that we can enjoy the beauty of our flooring for years to come.

Concentrate for cleaning 
oil-waxed floors

Used or ongoing cleaning of oiled and waxed floors. The product creates 

a delicate protective layer on the surface, thus limiting oil wash-out and 

wood drying.

Impregnate for
oil-waxed floors

Used immediately after installation for care and maintenance of oiled and 

waxed floors. It increases the resistance of boards and parquet to water - it 

protects their edges, thus limiting the infiltration of water and dirt into the 

joint between individual elements. It protects the floor from excessive wear, 

thereby extending its useful life.

Lacquered floors
Floors covered with eight layers of ecological UV lacquer are much more resistant to wiping off the 

protective layer and mechanical damage. However, in order to for them look beautiful and fresh 

for a long time, it is necessary to regularly clean and maintain them.  

Concentrate for cleaning of 
Lacquered floors
Used for regular cleaning of wooden floors finished with lacquers, UV 

lacquers. After use it forms a delicate protective layer on the floor surface.

Impregnant for 
Lacquered floors
Used immediately after installation, it is used for care and maintenance of 

floors finished with lacquers and UV lacquers. Increases the resistance of 

boards and parquet to water by securing the edge and limiting infiltration of 

water and dirt into the joint between individual floor elements. It protects 

the floor from excessive wear and prolongs its life.

The line of professional care products
for Jawor-Parkiet wooden floors 
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FertigDeska Oak Elegance
A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 

and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska

The rich choice of wood types and finishing methods, unique staining methods and superior resistance - are just some of many FertigDeska advantages. This is a 

finished floor with a two-layered construction, which not only allows the product to be installed on the underfloor heating, but also provides it with great resistance to 

deformation. In order to protect the wood and expose its natural qualities, the board, directly at the production stage, is covered with three layers of natural oil-wax or 

eight UV lacquers.

The product features a top layer up to 6 mm thick, one of the thickest on the market, and a bottom layer which is made of hardwood. The quality is assured by 30-year 

Jawor-Parkiet’s warranty. 

Dimensions: thickness: 11 or 14 mm, width: 130-150 mm, length: 700-1500 mm.
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Oak Elegance White

This is a specially selected board with a delicately underlined structure. Random 

pattern, few and small knots and some instances of sapwood give it a natural yet 

noble character. Light color makes this floor a perfect solution for under-exposed 

interiors, to which it will optically add space.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Elegance

Extremely representative board, characterized by regular grains and lack of 

sapwood. Single, sporadically occurring knots add this floor a subtle charm. 

This classic board emphasizes the natural qualities of oak wood. It constitutes 

an elegant backdrop for a variety of arrangements, so it will fit well in both the 

modernist interior of an apartment and a rustic house outside the city.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Oak Classic White

A subtle white board with a delicate white tint, which is characterized by random 

grain arrangement and instances of sapwood. Natural knots simply add to its 

charm. This floor will complement smaller spaces by lighting them up and 

optically expending. It will provide classical arrangements with a more modern 

look.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Classic

This floor is characterized by a wide range of colors and varied grain patterns. 

Discolorations and knots make the floor unique. This oak board in Classic version 

will find its use in minimalistic Scandinavian-like arrangements and add domestic 

warmth to spacious apartment interiors.
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Oak Antique

Elegant board with dark tint. The distinctly exposed natural features of wood - a 

varied grain arrangement, knots and sporadically occurring sapwood - add to its 

charm. This floor will find its use especially in spacious interiors, to which it will 

add coziness and warmth.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Country

This board is the essence of the natural value of oak wood. Varied coloring, 

sapwood and knots makes it an intuitive addition to rustic interiors. Diversity of 

colors and patterns makes this flooring also suitable for modern apartments.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Oak Linea

An oak board with original character and varied color. It owes its unusual 

appearance to the Jawor-Parkiet construction design, which consist of a dozen 

or so narrow strips of wood. Especially recommended for spacious and dark 

rooms. It will stylishly compose with modern, minimalist interiors. 

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Oak Black

An exclusive board with a very dark color. It is characterized by a random 

arrangement of grains, lack of sapwood and occasional knots. The floor is 

especially recommended for use in large rooms of a distinct character. Deep color 

makes it an ideal proposition for people who appreciate sophisticated elegance.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Ash Elegance White

A bright board with elegant and delicate character. The knots are very sporadic 

in it. The lacquer or base oil applied on its surface gives the effect of modern 

bleaching while exposing the natural qualities of wood. This floor is an exclusive 

addition to both classical and rustic interiors. Also recommended for small spaces, 

which it optically enlarges and adds space.

FertigDeska
Ash Elegance

An elegant floor with delicate, pale yellow tint. It is characterized by sporadically 

occurring knots and random grain arrangement. Minor differences in color 

provide it with a decorative character. Light color makes it a noble decoration of 

modern lounges, but also small interiors, which it will optically enlarge.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Ash Elegance Color White

This ash board is light in color thanks to a layer of white lacquer or primer. The 

subtle tint, occasional knots, and color variations make this floor well suited for 

Scandinavian style design. Recommended for use in small and underexposed 

flats that it will optically expand.

FertigDeska
Ash Elegance Color

A board with extremely varied tint. A light-dark pattern, a sharp drawing, and a few 

knots add raw character to the floor. Significant color variation makes it a perfect 

decorative material. This board will be a noble addition to the natural, classic and 

rustic interiors.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Ash Amber

Elegant board with a delicate, dark brown tint and random grain arrangement. 

Dark colors make it an interesting proposition for spacious rooms and especially 

representative, upscale spaces.

FertigDeska
Ash Elegance Dark

Classic ash board with dark, deep color. Occasional knots, color changes and 

clearly marked wood drawings provide a unique decorative effect. This floor is an 

elegant addition to classic and modern interiors.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, brushing,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

FertigDeska
Ash Cognac

Ash board with a particularly dark, sophisticated color. Random grain arrangement 

and few knots provide it a refined and elegant character. Warm colors make it a 

unique proposition for advocates of classical beauty. This floor will find its use in 

representative and atmospheric rooms

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Merbau Elegance

This very upmarket board has been valued by customers for its unique brown and 

orange color. Random grain arrangement and original color scheme, as well as 

differentiated shade, make it a real decoration for classic interiors and harmonious 

complement of orient-style arrangements.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer board with the following dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm 
and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigDeska
Walnut Elegance

This floor is dedicated to the advocates of perfect form and simple elegance. 

It brings out the unique character of walnut wood. Chocolate colors break the 

sapwood and the knots give the dynamism to the surface. Deep color makes 

this floor a harmonious complement of well-lit interior. It is also interesting with 

classical style as well as modern arrangements.

FertigDeska
Walnut Premium

The board constitutes the quintessence of exotic beauty. It is characterized 

by similar colors of individual elements and a random grain arrangement. The 

surface is broken by single knots and intermittent sapwood. A subtle, deep shade 

of walnut makes the floor a perfect match for representative, spacious interiors.
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FertigParkiet

FertigParkiet – it is a finished, lacquered or covered with oil-wax parquet with two-layer construction. It consists of an elegant top layer, 4 mm or 6 mm thick, made 

of domestic oak and ash or exotic wood.

The bottom layer, called the stabilizing layer, is made out of hardwood. The application of this layer simplifies the installation and ensures that the floor is resistant to 

deformation. In order to preserve the wood and to underline its natural aesthetic value the parquet is covered with eight layers of lacquer or three layers of oil-wax. 

Owing to such technology we grant a 30-year warranty for our products. The highest quality of FertigParkiet is confirmed with a 30-year warranty.

Dimensions: thickness: 11 mm or 14 mm, width: 65-70 mm, length: 490 mm.

Brick Ladder Square
Diagonal

Brick
Classic herring-

bone
Double herring-

bone
Diagonal her-

ringbone

Floor-laying patterns
In addition to the standard layout FertigParkiet can also be arranged as shown below.

Some of them require additional processing and are only available on special orders.

FertigParkiet Oak Classic
A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 490x70x14 mm 

and finishes: lacquered, bevelled on four sides
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
V4 bevelling, 30-year warranty, underfloor heating

FertigParkiet
Oak Country

This is one of the most classic parquets.  Its non-homogeneous pattern, explicit 

color differences, large knots and sapwood expose the natural beauty of oak. The 

floor will be a perfect match for country-style interiors and will complement cozy 

households.

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 490x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 490x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigParkiet
Oak Elegance

This floor is characterized by random grain arrangement and minor color 

changes. Occasionally present pin knots add unique character to the floor. This 

exceptionally elegant and durable floor will match perfectly both classical and 

eclectic interiors.
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Wood is a naturally unique raw material. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalogue and the floor pattern boards available at the distributors are for illustrative purposes only. The actual appearance of ordered products may be different.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, 
30-year warranty, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 3 layers of oil-wax,
V4 bevelling, 30-years warranty, underfloor heating

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 490x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

A finished two-layer parquet with the following dimensions: 490x70x14 mm 
and finishes: oil-waxed, bevelled on four sides

FertigParkiet
Oak Elegance White

Subtle and light colors add to the charm and enhance the natural beauty of the 

raw material. This parquet will be a perfect solution in small and underexposed 

interiors, which will become optically enlarged. It will also look favorably in 

Scandinavian style rooms.

FertigParkiet
Oak Classic White

The floor with random grain arrangement with frequent knots and discoloration 

that add to its charm. This parquet can find its use both in a smaller apartment and 

a spacious office. It will also look great in Provence style interiors.  
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High quality 
textures

very good
mapping of the floor

Dear architects!
We invite you to cooperate.

Join our partners and sign up on the site at www.en.jawor-parkiet.pl. 

This will give you the access to high-quality flooring textures that are 

suitable for creation of interior designs.

Registration on the site
www.en.jawor-parkiet.pl
in three steps:

• Fill in a short registration form.

• Wait for the email with the activation link.

• Sign in and enjoy the resources.

Each texture of FertigDeska contains 22 
elements, and FertigParkiet has as many as 
96 unique wooden slats

• Reflection of the actual colors of the floor

• Possibility of using as a pattern – shade

• High resolution (about 6200px x 6800px)

• Clearly cataloged




